






















structure,   a  major   conformational   change   prior   to   activation   is  necessary.  Talin   and  vinculin   are 
proteins of the focal adhesion complex which is connecting the extracellular matrix structures to the 
intracellular cytoskeleton. Based on these facts, it is suspected that the talin activation is force­induced. 





















unfolding   trajectories,   four   bonds   were   identified   as   resisting   the   forced   unfolding.   Residues 
participating in these bonds were designed mutations with structure destabilizing prospect;  I2316S, 
E2317A, D2386A and R2398A.  
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Since   tissue­level   biology,   the   signal   transduction   mechanisms   have   been   studied   in 
connection to the transmission of nerve signals,  response to hormones and growth factors, 
sense for light, smell or taste, and control of the cell cycle (Nelson and Cox, 2008). Despite 
intensive   research   in   the   field   of   signal   transduction,   the  mechanical   stimuli   conversion 
































Results  of   the   study are  presented   in  chapters  6,  7  and 8;   results  of   talin  alignment  and 
structural   study,   results  of   the effect  of   the  temperature control  choice,  and  results  of   the 





The   term  mechanotransduction   refers   to   the   ability   of   sensing   mechanical   stimuli   and 





capabilities.   The   most   thoroughly   characterized   mechanotransducer   systems   to   date   are 
probably the mechanosensitive ion channels, which react to lateral stretching force in order to 
change   the   permeability   to   ions   (Alberts   et   al.,   2008).   Another,   more   hypothetical, 
mechanotransduction   system  is   the  possible   activation   of  G  protein­coupled   receptors   by 
mechanically   induced charge   in   the   lipid  membrane   (Nelson and Cox,  2008).  The   recent 
intensive   research   in  mechanical   signal   transduction,   however,   has   focused   on   the   focal 
adhesion   complexes;   adhesion   receptors   (integrin)   (Tadokoro   et   al.,   2003),   the   signaling 
molecules of intracellular proteins of focal adhesion complex (talin, vinculin, paxillin, FAK, 
calpain1, etc.) and the stress­bearing members of the cytoskeleton (F­actin) (Gingras et. al,  




diverse  components,   see  Illustration  1  (KEGG,   accessed   June  2013).  The   transmembrane 
adhesion receptors, such as integrin, mediate the interaction between the extracellular matrix 
(ECM) and   the   intracellular  matrix   (ICM).  The   ICM proteins  connect   to   the  cytoskeletal 
structures (actin).  The cellular  response  to  the external  stress  further   involves  passive and 
active cytoskeletal rearrangement (Vogel and Sheetz, 2006). In other words, the integrin based 
































Fibrin and fibrinogen are  major  scaffold blocks of  blood clots   (thrombi)   important   in   the 
maintenance   of   hemostasis.   A   study   by   Zhmurov   et   al.   (2011)   reported   different 










A  Mutation  in  the  α-actinin  gene  is  connected  with  focal  segmental  glomerulosclerosis 
(OMIM id #603278), a cause of nephrotic syndrome and kidney failure. The disease manifests  
by accumulation of collagen in the ECM and/or by increased cellularity (Thomas et al., 2006). 
Upon   increased   pressure,   mechanosensitive   cochlin   is   found   to   form   mechanostable 
multimeric forms which deposit in collector channels in glaucomatous eyes (Goel et al., 2012).  








words,   talin   is   essential   for   the   transient   adhesive   connections   as  well   as   for   the   stable  
















Talin   and   vinculin   proteins   have   been   investigated   in   connection   to   retroviral   infections 
(Brown et al.,  2011), their infection control ability and spreading limitation. The study by 
Brown   et   al.   (2011)   shows   that   overexpression   of   talin   and   vinculin   decreases   the 
susceptibility of human cells to HIV­1 and other retroviral infections by blocking the route of 












resulting   in   revealing   target   binding   site   and   increasing   the   binding   affinity   to   the 



























2011),  calpain   (Bate  et   al.,  2012)  and proteins  of   the  FA assembly  have been  studied   to 
determine their sensitivity towards force or pressure and to uncover possible force­induced 
protein activation. 











ICM.   Talin   connects   the   large   intracellular   integrin   adhesion   complex   (IAC)   to   the 





causes   conformational   changes   to   the   individual   FA  protein   components   and   alters   their 
binding affinity to other ICM proteins in the FA pathway. The altered binding affinity can 
subsequently initiate a biochemical signaling cascade or produce more immediate and local 












structure has been recently published by Goult  et  al.   (2013(acc.man.)).  The talin structure  
proposed  by  Goult   et   al.   (2013(acc.man.))   comprises  of   an  elongated  FERM domain,   an 
unstructured linker (approx. 80 residues) and a flexible rod (62 amphipathic  ­helices in 13α  
domains   (R1   –  R13)   of   4­   or   5­helix   bundles).   The   rod   terminates  with   a   single   helix 
responsible for  talin dimerization,  which is essential  for  cell  spreading and focal  adhesion 
assembly.   
The   transduction  of   the  mechanical   signal   from  the   extracellular  matrix   through   the   cell  





































(2010)   reports   on   the   experimental   protein   unfolding   force   ranging   between   15pN 
(Calmodulin) to 1100pN (bovine carbonic anhydrase II). To provide a closer notion of the 
acting   forces,   the  hydrogen bonds,   for  example,   are   interrupted  at  10pN force  magnitude 
(review by Kumar and Li, 2010). Fibrinogen unfolds under the force range 125pN – 165pN in  
SMD   simulations   (Zhmurov   et   al.,   2011,   Liu   et   al.,   2010)   and   under   90pN   in   AFM 
experiments (Zhmurov et al., 2011).
In detail,   the  structure  and stabilizing  interactions  of  a  protein determine  its   resistance  to  
deformation.   When   the   stabilizing   bonds   and   interactions   are   interrupted,   the   protein 
destabilizes and manifests conformational changes or unfolding (Krammer et al., 1999). 
The  main   factors   affecting   the  magnitude  of  unfolding   force,   available   in   the  mentioned 
review (Kumar and Li, 2010), are the secondary structure, the tertiary structure, the geometry 
of the force application, highly localized hydrogen bonds or the presence of a hydrophobic  


















The summarized  review suggests   that   intervention   to   the  protein  structure,   such  as  single 
mutation interrupting important bonds or changing the secondary structure, might destabilize 
the whole  protein  and consequently   increase   its  mechanosensitivity   (Johnson et  al.,  2007, 
Faham et al., 2004).
 2.4.1  Protein Destabilizing Mutation















Kaufmann et  al.,  1992).  The  large  talin  molecule  can be closer  defined as   the  talin  head 
(FERM and F0 domain = 1 – 432 AA residues, ~50kDa) and a long flexible rod domain (433 – 




SMD   simulations   showed   that   five­   and   four­helix   bundles   differ   in   their   response   to 
mechanical stress (Hytönen and Vogel, 2008); a five­helix bundle is more resistant to stretch 
than a four­helix bundle. Furthermore, the bundle structure is also similar to other helix bundle 




Talin  N­terminal  FERM domain   contains  a  binding   site   for   integrin   ­tails   (Calderwood,β  
2004).  The  binding  of   talin   to   integrin  causes  conformational   changes   in   the   integrin  αβ 













amphipathic   ­helices   contains   ~11   vinculin   binding   sites   (VBS).   (Gingras   et   al.,   2005,α  
Gingras et al., 2006, Goult et al., 2010). Vinculin is a cytoplasmic protein which may function 
as   structural   reinforcement.   Cells   with   disrupted   vinculin   function   can   still   form   focal 
adhesions but their ability to spread is reduced (Xu et al., 1998). The talin – vinculin binding 
aids stable and strong cell adhesion (Fillingham et al., 2005). The recruitment of vinculin is  



















































































first   limitation   is   the  computationally   intensive   simulation  production  demanding  massive 
parallelization (Lindorff­Larsen et al.,  2012).  The simulation can be produced using either  
GPU   (Zhmurov   at   al.,   2011)  or   using  massively  parallel   supercomputers,   such   as  Anton 
(Lindorff­Larsen et  al.,  2012)  or  Sisu  at  CSC,  Finland.  The  second  limiting  factor   is   the 
realistic representation of the biological systems and their interactions i.e. the choice of system 
appropriate force field (Lindorff­Larsen et.al, 2012). 




Moreover,   there   are   two   typical   protocols   of   the   SMD   pulling   simulations  which  may 
influence the observable variables; one is pulling at constant velocity and second is pulling at 
constant force (van der Spoel et al., 2012). 
Finally,   there   are   several   different  MD and  SMD  software   tools   used   for   computational 
modeling of protein structures. Commonly used programs are NAMD (Scalable Molecular 
Dynamics)   developed   at   the   Theoretical   and   Computational   Biophysics   Group   at   The 





















helix/coil balance. Side­chain potentials  of  four amino acids are adjusted in  ff99SB­ILDN 
(Lindorff­Larsen et al., 2012). To the second group of commonly used force fields belong the  
CHARMM  (MacKerell   Jr.   et   al.,   1998)   force   fields:  CHARMM19,  CHARMM22, 
17
CHARMM22*  and  CHARMM27  (Lindorff­Larsen et  al.,  2012). Additionally,  OPLS­AA 
(Kaminski et al., 2001) or GROMOS (Scott et al., 1997) are often used force fields (Floudas 
et al., 2006, Lindorff­Larsen et al., 2012). The comparison tests of commonly used force­fields 










condition   imposition;   particularly   the   implementation   of   constant   temperature   control   on 




real   experimental   conditions.   For   possible   comparison   with   experiments,   one   or   more 
independent  variables  need to  be  introduced  to modify  the mathematical  definition of   the 
ensemble (van der Spoel et al., 2012, Hünenberger, 2005).
Examples  of   the  modified   ensembles   are   the   canonical   ensemble   (NVT),   the   isothermal­
isobaric (Gibbs) ensemble (NPT), or grand­canonical ensemble (μVT) (Hünenberger, 2005). 
In the canonical ensemble, the temperature is specified while the total energy of the system 
can  fluctuate.   In   the Gibbs ensemble,   the  temperature and pressure have specified values, 














scheme   (Bussi   et   al.,   2007)   and   stochastic   randomization   through   Andersen   thermostat 
(Hünenberger, 2005). 




The   Berendsen   algorithm  mimics   coupling   to   an   external   bath   with   first­order   kinetics 
(Berendsen et al., 1984). This means that the deviation of the system temperature from the  





effects.  The main advantage of   this  algorithm is   that   the strength of   the coupling can be 
adjusted by the user depending on the type of the simulation. The Berendsen algorithm is  






The   extended   approach   of   Nosé­Hoover   (Nosé,   1984,   Hoover   1984)   provides   “correct” 
canonical ensemble (van der Spoel, 2012). This extended method reduces the effect of external 
systems   by   introducing   a   thermal   reservoir   and   a   non­Newtonian   friction   term   into   the  
equation   of   motion.   These   new   parameters   maintain   the   total   kinetic   energy   constant. 
However, the Nosé­Hoover algorithm produces oscillatory relaxation, which poses a problem 




















time   may   occur.   These   fluctuations   point   at   artifacts   of   the   temperature   calculation 
implemented in the algorithm (Eastwood et al., 2010). Large differences in the protein/water  







which   are   in   principle   non­isolated   (non­canonical)   ensembles   due   to   external   force 





coupled  to  a  pressure  bath  (van  der  Spoel  et   al.,  2012).   In  GROMACS,  several  pressure  
coupling   algorithms   are   available;   the   Berendsen   barostat   (Berendsen   et   al.,   1984),   the 




















the   previous   step   must   be   included)   which   may   cause   inaccuracies   in   high   precision 
thermodynamic calculations (van der Spoel et al., 2012).
 3.5  SMD and AFM Comparison
As   discussed   previously,   SMD   and  AFM   single  molecule   experiments   provide   valuable 
insight   into   the   molecular   behavior.   Furthermore,   SMD  methods   allow   observation   of 
biological mechanisms on an atomic level which is not possible in AFM ­ experimental setting 
(Golji and Mofrad, 2010). While the applicability of these methods reaches from biological 









and  Mofrad,   2010,  Golji   et   al.,  2011).  Obviously,   the  unfolding  of  protein  domains   is   a 
dynamic  process  where   the  unfolding   itself   is   influenced   by   stretching   rates.  Hence,   the  
unfolding process is speed dependent (Rief et al., 1999).
The timescale difference between MD/SMD and AFM influencing the greater speed of pulling 
results   in   different   force   and   energy   levels   between   the   simulations   and   experiments 
(Sotomayor   and   Schulten,   2007).   The   force   magnitudes   reported   for   the   force­induced 
unfolding during AFM and SMD usually differ dramatically (Craig et al., 2004, Sotomayor 
and   Schulten,   2007).   Since   the   SMD   force   needed   to   unfold   a   protein   structure   is 








protein   domains   or   positions   of   key   energy   barriers   (Craig   et   al.,   2004,   Sotomayor   and 
Schulten, 2007, Hytönen and Vogel, 2008).
It is clear that further development in computer science is needed to allow all atom simulations 
in   biological   relevant   timescales   and   in   conditions   comparable   to  in   vivo  and  in   vitro 
experiments (Galera­Prat et al., 2010). In addition, linking the SMD force magnitude and time 





















Among   already   discussed   computational   insufficiency,   another   reason   of   force   value 
differences   (between   the   experimental   vs.   simulation,   experimental   vs.   experimental,   and 
simulation   vs.   simulation   results)  may   be   the   pulling   force   application   point.   The   force 














2011)   and   spectrin   (Johnson   et   al.,   2007).   Bond   strength   investigation,   of   peptide   and 




varying  use  of  different  MD software   tools,  variables   and  algorithms.  For   instance,   talin 
unfolding studied by Hytönen and Vogel (2008) used NAMD MD software with explicit TIP3 
water model in solution neutralized with NaCl. 12Å cutoff of van der Waals interactions, PME 
algorithm   for   long­range   electrostatic   interactions   and   Berendsen   barostat   with   tCouple 
thermostat were used. Lee et al. carried out their investigations using CHARMM MD software 
with  CHARMM19 and CHARMM27  force   fields   in   implicit   (Effective  Energy Function; 
EEF) as well as in explicit water model under Nosé­Hoover temperature control with SHAKE 
algorithm for  bond  length constraint  and Shift   truncation algorithm (cutoff  12Å)   for  non­
bonded interactions (Lee et al., 2007, Lee et al., 2008). 
CHARMM software was also used in vinculin simulations (Golji and Mofrad, 2010, Golji et 
al.,  2011).  CHARMM19,  EEF implicit  water  solvent  and SHAKE algorithm combination, 
similar   to   the previously mentioned studies  by Lee et  al.,  was applied.  In  this  report,   the 
information about the temperature and pressure coupling is missing. 
24
Lu   et   al.   (1998)  used  XPOR and  NAMD  for   titin   unfolding   (CHARMM19,  TIP3  water 











































1. The   first   target   of   the  herein  presented  work   is   to   explore   the   temperature 
coupling algorithms and the impact on the protein unfolding dynamics.
2. Secondly,   the   target   is   to  compare  the  effects  of  group temperature coupling 
implementation on the protein unfolding dynamics.
It   is  clear   that   the  mechanotransduction,  protein  mechanoactivation,  and  most   importantly 
mechanostability have impact on the cell vitality, morphogenesis, proliferation and apoptosis. 

















database and aligned to a  multiple  sequence alignment  using  the ClustalW2  tool.  For   the 


































































































































































protein   and  non­protein  parts   separately.  Simulations   at   step  1   and  2   for   thermostat   and 
barostat tests were 5ns long, while simulations at step 3 for force tests were 9ns long.   
First pulling run used coordinate file produced after full 1ns equilibration. Second run used 










































Each   trajectory   as   a   result   of   SMD   pulling   simulation   was   analyzed   visually   (VMD 















Methods described  in   the paragraph below were used  to   identify  residues  in  the  I/LWEQ 
domain with the structure destabilization prospect.  In more detail, the target of the mutation 




























during   the   slow   unfolding   simulation   (200pN   pulling   force)  were   suspected   to   hold   an 
important   role   in   structure   stability.  The   list   of   such   stable   inter­helical   interactions  was 
compared to a similar list obtained from the 300pN pulling force simulations. Ionic bonds that 












visualization   software.   The   differences   in   the   protein   unfolding   were   followed   on   the 




































2313 A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A T A A A A
2314 A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A E A A A A
2334 E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E Q Q
2340 N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N D N
2377 G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G S G G G G
2378 A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A T A A V A
2379 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I X I I I I
2384 L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L V V
2421 Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q E E
2448 Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q H H
2481 E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E Q Q














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































terminal   end   fixed   and   ASP2482:CA   at   C­terminal   end   pulled   in   the   SMD   pulling  
























I/LWEQ domain  was   specified  D1  and D2 molecule  segments.  D1  segment  was  used   to 
describe the unfolding at the N­terminal fixed end as a distance between CA atoms of residues 




describe   and   explain   revealing   of   the   vinculin   binding   site   for   the   binding   of   vinculin 
molecules. The vinculin complex with VBS sequence (PDB id 1ZW2) superimposition to talin 
40
Table 2: Talin I/LWEQ secondary structure segments and labels.
Label Detail Residue id Description
TC1 N­terminal 2294 2300 Turn/Coil1
H1 2301 2325
TC2 2326 2340 Turn/Coil2
H2 2341 2373
VBS 2345 2369
TC3 2374 2379 Turn/Coil3
3­10H 2380 2382 3­10 Helix
H3 2383 2416
TC4 2417 2420 Turn/Coil4
H4 2421 2443
TC5 2444 2450 Turn/Coil5
H5 2451 2476












H5,  H4,  and H3,   respectively.  On the other  hand,  VH1  is   in  opposite  N­  and C­terminal 
orientation to H1.










































































dynamics.  Nosé­Hoover  thermostat  with Parrinello­Rahman barostat  showed slightly faster 
unfolding in one of the two runs performed, and greater movement around the vertical axis.  
The other repetition run of Nosé­Hoover/Parrinello­Rahman studied on the protein elongation 








Another   important   feature   of   the   unfolding   that   can   be   read   from  Illustration  12,   is   the 






The  simulations  proved  to  be of  stochastic  nature.  The  choice  of   thermostat  and  barostat  
control did not influence the model behavior significantly during the pulling simulations. The 
two repetitive runs showed greater differences in the unfolding patterns and protein elongation 
than   the  differences   observed   between   the   different   thermostat/barostat   settings.  The   two 
repetitive   runs  did  not  provide   sufficient   arguments   for   the  control   selection.  Hence  both 
thermostat/barostat options were tested in the consequent step of the parameter setting study.
45
Illustration  11:  Effect   of   temperature   and   pressure   controls   on   the   protein   unfolding  
dynamics over 5ns.  Study of trajectories created during step 1 of parameter setting tests.  





















Study   of   N­  C­terminal   protein   length   of   Nosé­Hoover   thermostat   /   Parrinello­Rahman  
























































Force Penetration Analysis 



























































protein  unfolding  dynamics.  Since   the  previous   step  did  not   give   reasonable  grounds   for 
thermostat/barostat selection, both temperature controls were tested in the step 2 simulations.







5ns   when   temperature   control   was   not   applied,   in   comparison   with   the   elongation   of  
temperature controlled protein. As can be seen from the chart, the consistency among the two 
repetitive runs was very low. The only test setting that showed similar protein elongation was  




As   shown  in  Illustration  13,   the  protein  unfolding   at   the   fixed   end  of   the  molecule  was 
comparable for all simulations, chart a). The total protein elongation was caused by changes in 









































































average 310.00 313.91 310.10 313.57
max 335.96 335.11 327.69 335.56
min 306.50 290.53 294.09 294.50
range 29.46 44.58 33.60 41.07
5.87 5.25 3.75 5.04
Non­Protein
Protein “off” Protein “off”
average 310.00 310.00 310.00 310.01
max 314.21 314.22 313.37 312.95
min 305.72 305.76 306.61 306.53
range 8.50 8.46 6.76 6.41
1.07 1.07 0.77 0.77
System
Protein “off” Protein “off”
average 310.00 310.15 310.01 310.14
max 314.05 314.18 313.16 313.19
min 305.68 305.90 306.70 306.50
range 8.36 8.28 6.46 6.69
1.05 1.05 0.75 0.77
Nosé­Hoover Nosé­Hoover Berendsen Berendsen
Parrinello­Rahman Parrinello­Rahman Berendsen Berendsen
stdev
Nosé­Hoover Nosé­Hoover Berendsen Berendsen
Parrinello­Rahman Parrinello­Rahman Berendsen Berendsen
stdev
Nosé­Hoover Nosé­Hoover Berendsen Berendsen












































































controlled  protein  part   compared   to   the   temperature   controlled  protein   (temperature   level 
310K), see Illustration 16. Similar temperature evolution was observed for the Nosé­Hoover 
thermostat step 1 and step 2 simulations. 
To   further   investigate   the   impact   of   the   thermostat,   a   2ns   test   simulation  was   produced 
completely without temperature control. The temperature analysis is presented in  Illustration
17. During the test simulation, the initial temperature of protein, non­protein and system was 
comparable   to   both   temperature   controlled   systems.   However,   a   linear   increase   in   the 










































Based   on   the   results   of   the   previous   simulations,  Berendsen   thermostat  with  Berendsen 



























































and  H5  α­helix   were   completely   unfolded.   In   comparison,   pulling  with   500pN   showed 
unfolding mainly at the C­terminal end. After 2ns, H1 α­helix was fairly complete whereas H4 
56
























































From 7ns  of   the   simulation,   the  protein   length   remained  constant   for   400pN and  500pN 
pulling force. The final protein length of 400pN pulling was 6nm shorter compared to 500pN 




Illustration  20:  Study of protein unfolding dynamics; 400pN and 500pN constant  pulling  
force. VBS presented as red helix. Circles represent fixed N­terminal end, red and gray arrows  

















































order   to   identify   interactions   responsible   for   stability   of   I/LWEQ   five­helix   bundle.  The 
methods and principle of the analysis and target interaction selection is in detail described in 
Experimental setting chapter, paragraph 5.6.
The   results   of   ion  bond,  hydrogen bond and hydrophobic   interactions   analysis  of   200pN 
trajectory  were   compared   to   the   combined   results   of   300pN   trajectory   analysis.   Special 
attention was given to inter­helical interactions, which were suspected to hold a significant  















(200pN)   pulling.   The   unfolding   was 
stopped at this point, while with greater 
force   (300pN)   the   protein   unfolded 
gradually.   Mutation   with   non­

















200pN   force   shows   destruction   of 
hydrogen   bond   after   4ns   period. 
Mutation   is   expected   to   speed   up 
unfolding. 































stable   during   first   4ns   of   300pN   pulling   simulation.   No   large   difference   in   the   bond 
perseverance   during   the   200pN   simulation   was   observed.   However,   the   residue   E2317 
















hydrogen   bond   between   the   same   residue   pair   was   formed.   Mutation   would   prevent 
participation in stable ionic and hydrogen bonds. As can be seen from the structure detail in 















































In   this   chapter,   the   results   of   the   herein   presented  work   are   discussed   in   comparison   to 
available literature data. In addition, proposals for future work are considered and drawn.     
During   the   last   two   decades,   the   transduction   of   mechanical   stimuli   in   cells   has   been 








The   recent   development   in   technology   provides   computational  modeling   and   simulation 








and   their   implementation,   type   of   used   force   field   or   simply   the   number   of   repetitions 
produced (Zhmurov et al., 2011, Gao et al., 2002, Johnson et al., 2007). As was observed in 
this work (Illustration 11 and Illustration 12, pp. 45 and 46), repetitions with same simulation 
setting   may   produce   significantly   differing   unfolding   trajectories   which   may   be   easily 
misinterpreted. It is also suspected that different simulation setting may produce significant  




algorithm   setting   as   well   as   varying   detail   of   provided   setting   information,   it   is   often 
impossible   to   reproduce   the   simulation  or   compare   the  observations.  The  MD and  SMD 
settings  are  often case,   target  and molecule   type specific,  and hence simulation “standard 
setting”  is  not  applicable.  The question is,  whether  there should be a standard created for 






























activation as presented by work of A.R.Gingras et  al.,   that   the  talin structure needs to be  
completely unfolded to reveal the talin's VBS and bind vinculin.
Work by Lee et al. (2007), on the other hand, reported rotational movement of the VBS helix  
leading to   talin  activation.  Such helix  rotation,   limited  to  turning the VBS helix,  was not  
observed   in   any   of   the   simulations   reported   here.   It  was   speculated   that   the   rotational 
movement could have been caused by the setting of the system to implicit water model and by 
using a slow unfolding speed.  It  has to be stressed,   though,  that   the structure used in the  














Among   the   simulations   presented   in   this  work,   surprisingly   small   differences   in   protein  
unfolding  were   observed   for   different   simulation   setup.   It   was   expected   that   the  weak 







discussed.  It  was speculated,   that  well  minimized and equilibrated system is not  probably 
affected significantly by the temperature coupling algorithm. The system was followed over 
9ns period;  the question still   remains, whether changes appear during extended simulation 
time.  
Furthermore, the error of the Berendsen algorithm causing an incorrect canonical ensemble is  







The   literature   (van   der   Spoel   et   al.,   2012)   proposes   the   use   of   extended  Nosé­Hoover 
temperature   coupling   or   other   (v­rescale)   thermostat   rather   than   Berendsen   temperature 
control during the classical MD simulation to ensure canonical ensemble. During the SMD 
simulation, external pulling force is introduced which, in principle, results in a non­canonical 
system.   The   implementation   of   the   temperature   coupling   algorithm   in   SMD   is   yet   not 
extensively discussed in the literature. 
 9.3.1  Thermostat/Barostat combination
The   results   of   the   performed   experiments   show   that   the   temperature   control   in   pulling  
simulation does not result in significant differences in unfolding trajectories when all parts of  
the   system   are   controlled.  Hence,   the   efficient  Berendsen   thermostat   combined  with   the 
Berendsen barostat is sufficient for the SMD pulling simulation. Furthermore, the extended 
Nosé­Hoover   thermostat   combined  with   the  Parrinello­Rahman  barostat   (all   system  parts 
controlled) can be used.
69






simulations   in   Berendsen   coupled   system,   all   parts   of   the   system   should   be   applied 









change  in   the viscosity  of   the solute.  Unfortunately,   the viscosity  analysis   tool   (g_energy 
viscosity extraction from energy files) available in GROMACS did not provide useful results. 





















C­terminal  CA.  The  N­terminal  CA was   fixed   in   all   performed   simulations.  The  protein 
applied 200pN (with Berendsen temperature and pressure control) unfolded reluctantly. The 
protein  elongation   stabilized  after  4ns  of   the   simulation  at   approx.  12nm of   total  protein 









Simulation  with   the   500pN   force  magnitude   unfolded   completely  H1  helix   from   the  N­



















terminal  CA atom was  fixed.  Since  the pulling was performed only from one end of   the 




























The  mutations  were   further   studied  in   vitro  in   the  Protein  Dynamics   group,   Institute   of 






The proteins  of  focal  adhesion complex,  namely talin and vinculin,  have been intensively 
studied during the last two decades. Despite the attention, the mechanisms of activation and  
binding   dynamics   is   yet   not   fully  understood.  To   broaden   our   understanding   of   detailed 
protein   functioning,  in   silico  single­molecule  molecular   dynamics   and   steered  molecular 
dynamics  methods   are   applied.  MD   and   SMD methods   are   useful   tool   for   atomic­level 
investigations,  however  setting and choice of  parameters  might  significantly  influence  the 
observed dynamics resulting in misleading or even incorrect conclusions. For instance, the 
thermodynamic boundaries of the system might result in incorrect ensemble far from physical  




and  Nosé­Hoover   thermostat.   The   impact   of   the   thermostat   and   its   implementation  was 
followed  on   the  unfolding  dynamics  of   talin   I/LWEQ domain  and  assessed  based   in   the  
protein elongation over the simulation period.





the   protein   significantly.   Gradual   unfolding   was   observed   with   300pN   constant   force 









The   presented   work   provides   an   initial   insight   to   the   temperature   algorithm   use   and 































of  a Titin Ig Domain: Structure of  Transition State Revealed  by Combining Atomic Force  
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tau_p                = 1.0 1.0      ; time constant, in ps


















































ewald_rtol       = 1e­5 ;   Relative   strength   of   the   Ewald­shifted 
direct potential at rcoulomb 
optimize_fft     = yes ; Calculate the optimal FFT plan for the grid 
at start­up.   
; Berendsen temperature coupling is on in two groups, off for Protein 
Tcoupl       = Berendsen ; or Nose­Hoover 
tc_grps      = Protein   Non­Protein 
tau_t        = 0.1      0.1 ; Protein group has temperature control 
ref_t        = 310       310 
; Pressure coupling is on whole system in two groups 
Pcoupl           = Berendsen  ; or Parrinello­Rahman 
pcoupltype       = isotropic 
tau_p            = 1.0 1.0    
compressibility  = 4.5e­5 4.5e­5 
ref_p            = 1.0 1.0 
; Generate velocities is off 
gen_vel      = no 
; Periodic boundary conditions are on in all directions 
pbc      = xyz 
; Long­range dispersion correction 
DispCorr     = no 
; Pull code 
pull             = constant_force 
pull_geometry    = direction    ; pull in direction of pulling vector 
pull_vec1 = 0.0 0.0 5.5    ; the components of the pulling vector 
pull_ngroups     = 1 ; pull Ca atom of C­terminal residue
84
pull_group0      = a_2  ; fixed
pull_group1      = a_2733 ; pulled 
pull_k1          = ­180.7 ; [kJ/(mol.nm)^­1], equals to 300 pN 
; 1kJ / (1 mol).(1 nm) = 1000 N.m / (6.022.10^23).(1.10^­9 m) = 1.6605 pN 
; constant_force / 1.6605 pN = pull_k1 (negative!!!)
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